Enclose your
outdoor spaces;
maintain your
views.

Straight Drop Patio Blinds

Transform your outdoor living space in an outdoor room
with these beautiful blinds. Designed to add protection
and privacy, they keep summer sun and winter winds out,
leaving you free to relax and entertain in comfort.
Ideal for enclosing patios, pergolas and verandahs, they
are available in a range of durable fabrics engineered for
harsh outdoor conditions. From partial to total blockout,
you can choose the level of filtering required. If sunlight
is not an issue and your concern is more for wind
protection, you can choose a PVC finish that acts like a
window so you can still enjoy the view. Straight drop patio
blinds are also an ideal solution for keeping in winter
warmth, allowing you to use your outdoor room well into
the cooler months.
You’ll be amazed at the aesthetic difference they’ll make
to your home. The range of contemporary colours and
textures allows you to coordinate blinds to suit the
architecture of your home, enhancing its presentation
and adding value to your property. Choose from a variety
of operating systems including spring operated, rope
and pulley or gearbox driven, or for the ultimate in ease
and luxury, have the control motorised so you can raise or
lower your blinds simultaneously at the push of a button.
Increase your energy efficiency.
Strategically placed exterior blinds allow you to reflect
heat away before it enters your home. This helps your
home stay cooler and reduces your reliance on air
conditioning to bring room temperatures down. In winter
months, simply roll blinds up so sunlight can stream into
your home, warming the atmosphere naturally. It all helps
to lower your energy costs.
Transforms outdoor living space
heat and glare

Keeps out summer

Protects from winter winds and cold

Easy to operate with a choice of controls
Engineered for harsh weather conditions
Enhances your home’s exterior

huge range
of fabrics

privacy and
lightweight,
sun protection easy operation
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